Notice is hereby given for the following meeting:

SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (STAC)
June 9, 2021 at 5:30 p.m.

Meeting held electronically under Ministerial Order No. M192 and
the current Order of the Provincial Health Officer - Gatherings and Events

AGENDA
1.0

ADDITIONS / DELETIONS TO AGENDA

2.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Adoption of the Minutes of April 14, 2021

3.0

PRESENTATIONS

4.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

4.1

Signalized Intersection Policy – Step 3: Scope/Outline of Policy

5.0

NEW BUSINESS

5.1
5.2

Bold Step 7 Plan – Assumptions and Status
Master Transportation Plan Monitoring/Evaluation Dashboard – Principles,
Priorities and Indicators

6.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

7.0

CORRESPONDENCE

8.0

NEXT MEETING DATE
August 25, 2021

9.0

ADJOURNMENT
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SUSTAINABLE TRANSPORTATION
ADVISORY COMMITTEE (STAC) MEETING
April 14, 2021

Meeting held electronically under Ministerial Order No. M192 and
the current Order of the Provincial Health Officer - Gatherings and Events

MINUTES
MEMBERS PRESENT:
Councillor Patrick Johnstone
Véronique Boulanger
Garey Carlson
Alice Cavanagh
Iain Lancaster
Reena Meijer-Drees
Elliot Roy
Peter Valbonesi

- Chair, City Council Member
- Community Member
- HUB Representative
- Business Community Representative
- SD 40 Representative
- Local Pedestrian Advocacy Group Representative
- Community Member
- Person with Lived Experience

MEMBER REGRETS:
Asifa Lalji
Randi Poitras
Arshdeep Singh
Mike Smith-Cairns

- Person with Lived Experience
- Community Member
- Alternate Chair/Community Member
- Community Member

STAFF PRESENT:
Lisa Leblanc
Jennifer Miller
Mike Anderson
Christine Edward
Antonia Reynolds
Nicole Ludwig
Carilyn Cook

- Manager, Transportation
- Manager of Public Engagement
- Transportation Engineer
- Transportation Planner
- Coordinator, Active Transportation
- Assistant City Clerk
- Committee Clerk

The meeting was called to order at 5:30 p.m.

1.0

ADDITIONS / DELETIONS TO AGENDA
MOVED AND SECONDED
THAT the Sustainable Transportation Advisory Committee agenda of the April 14,
2021 meeting be adopted with the addition of Reports and Information Item 6.3:
Pattullo Bridge Public Notice by Reena Meijer-Drees, Local Pedestrian Advocacy
Group Representative.
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.

2.0

ADOPTION OF MINUTES

2.1

Adoption of the Minutes of February 10, 2021
MOVED AND SECONDED
THAT the Sustainable Transportation Advisory Committee minutes of the February
10, 2021 meeting be adopted with the addition to paragraph four of Item 5.4: Signal
Policy – Step 1 – “Ideal Intersection” Workshop, that Committee members also
shared, during the workshop, what their ideal intersection would look like.
CARRIED.
All members of the Committee present voted in favour of the motion.

3.0

PRESENTATIONS
There were no items.

4.0

UNFINISHED BUSINESS

4.1

Signalized Intersection Policy – Step 2: Principles & Priorities
Lisa Leblanc, Manager, Transportation, shared a presentation on the Signalized
Intersections Policy for which Committee members provided feedback at the
February 10, 2021 meeting where they outlined for staff what aspects of
intersections they find uncomfortable as pedestrians, cyclists, bus passengers, or
motorists, as well as what their ideal intersection would look like. She advised that
today’s discussion would be about the priorities and principles that the City will
work toward, and noted that input received during the breakout sessions will be
made into principles and included in the policy.
At this point in the meeting, Committee members broke into two groups to work on
a prioritization exercise using the Eisenhower Matrix and answer the following
questions:
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 In looking at the “Do First” and “Schedule” boxes, are all of these things
only about infrastructure, or do you think there is an operational or
behavioural aspect to some of them?; and,
 Should we treat all intersections in the City the same all the time, or are some
different or more special?
Once Committee members re-joined the meeting as a whole, the two groups shared
their comments and suggestions with each other (Attachment 1).
5.0

NEW BUSINESS

5.1

Rotary Crosstown Greenway and New Westminster Secondary School
Connection Options – Engagement
Lisa Leblanc, Manager, Transportation, advised that staff are seeking ideas from the
Committee on how the City can best engage residents on the Rotary Crosstown
Greenway and New West Secondary School connection options in order to get a
balance of input.
Ms. Leblanc provided a presentation overview of options for both the Rotary
Crosstown Greenway and the New Westminster Secondary School connections,
which will have community engagement from mid May to June, prior to a
recommendation going to Council in July 2021. She noted that an update will be
provided to the Committee during the June 9, 2021 meeting.
At this point in the meeting, Committee members broke into three groups to discuss
the Rotary Crosstown Greenway and New Westminster Secondary School
connection options and to answer the following questions:
 Who do these improvements serve and who do they impact?;
 Are there other considerations that are important to you?;
 How should we engage with people to makes sure that those being served
and those being impacted are a part of the conversation?;
 What contextual information do you think community members will need?;
and,
 Is the information presented here enough for those not familiar with the
Uptown Streetscape vision?
In response to a question from a Committee member, Ms. Leblanc advised that it is
anticipated that the selected route would be built in 2022 subject to budget approval
and that, depending on which route is decided upon, interim measures may be put
in place.
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Once Committee members re-joined the meeting as a whole, the three groups shared
their comments and suggestions with each other (Attachment 2).
6.0

REPORTS AND INFORMATION

6.1

Walk30 Challenge
Reena Meijer-Drees, Local Pedestrian Advocacy Group (Representative,
announced that the Walk30 Challenge will take place from May 10, 2021 to June
13, 2021 and will be run by the non-profit organization Better Environmentally
Sound Transportation. Those interested in participating in this friendly walking
challenge between the City of New Westminster and the City of Burnaby can
register through the Walkers’ Caucus website.

6.2

Jane’s Walks
Reena Meijer-Drees, Local Pedestrian Advocacy Group Representative,
announced that this year’s Jane’s Walk will take place from May 7, 2021 to May
9, 2021 and will consist of pandemic-appropriate self-guided walks during which
participants can refer to downloadable annotated walking route maps that can be
found on the Walkers’ Caucus website.

6.3

Pattullo Bridge Public Notice
Reena Meijer-Drees, Local Pedestrian Advocacy Group Representative, advised
that both the Walkers’ Caucus and HUB Cycling have been in consultation with
the Transportation Investment Corporation (TI Corp) with respect to the Pattullo
Bridge replacement project. She noted that the proposed pedestrian/cyclist
overpass required for the Central Valley Greenway (CVG) to cross the southbound
bridge on-ramp would be 15 metres high relative to Columbia Street, comparable
to a five-storey building. She noted that neither the Walkers’ Caucus nor HUB
Cycling is pleased with the proposed pedestrian/cyclist overpass height as it would
not be appropriate for the CVG greenway route. Ms. Meijer-Drees stated that the
two groups are encouraging people to write to their local Member of the Legislative
Assembly to request that TI Corp provide a more suitable option for the overpass.
Further, she advised that particulars about the pedestrian/cyclist overpass were not
included in the project’s information package; therefore, the extreme height of the
proposed pedestrian/cyclist overpass was only recently understood by the Walkers’
Caucus and HUB Cycling.
Councillor Johnstone shared that the City has asked TI Corp to continue
engagement with City staff and the active transportation community in order to
come up with a better option than what has been presented, and that discussions
about this issue are ongoing.
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Lisa Leblanc, Manager, Transportation, referred to the Monday, April 12, 2021
staff report to Council and the presentation provided to Council by the TI Corp and
stated that the project team has completed a significant amount of analysis in the
area. She advised that TI Corp aware of the importance of the connection but are
challenged with various constraints in the area such as the topography, railway,
SkyTrain infrastructure, heritage trees, etc. Ms. Leblanc acknowledged that it
would be helpful if the project team walked everyone through all the options that
were previously considered, why they would not work, and how they arrived at the
current design, and noted that the Ministry of Transportation guidelines for such
things are different than municipal guidelines.
7.0

CORRESPONDENCE
There were no items.

8.0

NEXT MEETING DATE
June 9, 2021

9.0

ADJOURNMENT

ON MOTION, the meeting was adjourned at 7:30 p.m.
Certified correct,

Councillor Patrick Johnstone
Chair
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Signalized Intersection Policy
Priorities and Principles

Signalized Intersections Policy
W h y i t ’s i m p o r t a n t
• Safety for all road users
• Asset management/fiduciary
responsibility
• Regulatory requirements
• Universal access
• Bus speed and reliability
• Convenience and comfort for
all road users
Sample Footer Copy

Opportunities, challenges
a n d c o n s t ra i n t s
• Existing infrastructure is in place
• Significant changes are infrequent –
typically, 1 full signal per year
• New signalized intersections are rare
• Well established engineering
standards,, regulatory requirements
and best practice
• Intersections are very expensive
• We are an old, built-out, city. What you
see on the surface is the tip of the
iceberg
2021-06-03
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4 Interest Areas typically
1.Safety – risk of death or serious injury
2.Universal access
3.Near misses, feeling of safety, comfort,
convenience and ease of use
4.Automation, intelligent systems,
coordination, efficiency

Sample Footer Copy
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What we heard from you last time
•

Good lighting, and good visibility more generally

•

Consistent button placement

•

Consistent curb ramp design

•

Curb ramps align with paths of travel

•

Predictability for all road users

•

Compliance with the rules of the road

•

Clear, intuitive, barrier free, paths of travel

•

Audible tones

•

Countdown timers

•

No buttons for pedestrians to push

•

Enough time for pedestrians to cross, especially
seniors

•

Good drainage so water doesn’t pool at the curb

•

Bus priority measures

•

Let pedestrians cross first and/or no right turn on red

•

Traffic circles
Sample Footer Copy

•

No spillback of motor vehicles through adjacent
intersections

•

Protected signal phase for cyclists where they’re
competing with heavy left turning vehicles

•

Infrastructure that makes motorists slow down, especially
when turning

•

Non-slip paint/pavement marking

•

Strong visual cues to show where pedestrians and cyclists
are meant to be

•

Flat waiting spaces, for pedestrians and cyclists

•

Rumble strips or other measures to slow vehicles as they
approach

•

Shorter wait times for pedestrians

•

Shorter crossing distances for pedestrians

•

Physical barriers, such as medians, to manage motorist
behaviour
2021-06-03
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Priorities and Principles
Breakout room discussions
First 15 minutes

5 minutes

Prioritization
exercise using
the Eisenhower
Matrix

In looking at the
“Do First” and
“Schedule” boxes,
are all of these
things only about
infrastructure, or
do you think
there’s an
Operational or
Behavioural aspect
to some of them?

Sample Footer Copy

Last 5 minutes

Should we treat
all intersections
in the City the
same, all the
time, or are some
different, or
more special?
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Report out – Group 1
- Improved accessibility (audible tones always on,
smart sensors including inroad sensors, ramps align w
path of travel, barrier free paths of travel)
- Good lighting
- No right turn on red
- Shorter crossing distances (however curb extension
with cyclist considerations – Could be schedule)
- Shorter wait times
- Count down timer

Do first
- Consistence button placement
-

Sample Footer Copy

- Bus prioritization
- Good drainage
- Advanced walk signage (Pedestrian led
interval)
- Flatter waiting spaces, level landings/resting
space

Schedule
- Wait times (for the change in walk signal)
- Rumble strips (to slow vehicles as they
approach)
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Report out – Group 2
- Prioritization peds (leading ped intervals
or no right turn on red, or scramble)
- enough time for peds to cross,
- More visual cues (paint)
- Traffic calming (things that make motor
vehicles go slower)
- Removing barriers to accessibility

- Physical barriers
- Traffic circles
- lighting
- drainage
- Consistent button locations
- Non slip paint
- Compliance by all road users

Sample Footer Copy

- Smart sensors (peds/cyclists)
- Prioritization for buses
- No barrier sidewalks
- Rumble strips
- Curb extensions
- Aligned ramps
- Consistency in design and
functionality, including More
appropriate wait times for peds
(shorter)
- Audible tones even at
night
- Countdown timers
everywhere
- Smart systems/ITS/IoT
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Report out – Group 1
- No right turn on red – operational
- Lighting infrastructure. Motorist will yield to peds if they can see them. –
In looking at the
“Do First” and
“Schedule” boxes,
are all of these
things only about
infrastructure, or
do you think
there’s an
Operational or
Behavioural aspect
to some of them?
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- With incidents with ped/veh collisions sometime it is said “I didn’t see them”.
What is lighting verses attention? What is infrastructure and what is
behaviour/ decisions/ time to react?

- Improved accessibility (audible
tones always on, smart sensors
including inroad sensors, ramps align
w path of travel, barrier free paths
of travel)
- Good lighting
- No right turn on red
- Shorter crossing distances (curb
extension with cyclist considerations
–Could be schedule)
- Shorter wait times
- Count down timer

- Bus prioritization
- Good drainage
- Advanced walk signage
(Pedestrian led interval)
- Flatter waiting spaces, level
landings/resting space
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Report out – Group 2
Notes:
In looking at the
“Do First” and
“Schedule” boxes,
are all of these
things only about
infrastructure, or
do you think
there’s an
Operational or
Behavioural aspect
to some of them?
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Operational
- More appropriate wait times?
Behavioural
- More appropriate wait times?
- Traffic calming – slowing motor vehicles
-
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Report out – Group 1
Intersection closes to them is the most important. Lot of work that needs to
be done. Simple updates to basic crosswalks and intersections. Including
behaviour items.
Should we treat
all intersections
in the City the
same, all the
time, or are some
different, or
more special?

Sample Footer Copy

Requests for improvements process is there, its an important process. Wish
could be done right away.
Based on pedestrian counts. Spend time and effort to the high volume
locations.
Based on the risky locations.
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Report out – Group 2
Notes: trick question? Leading you down the garden path?
Locations with known safety concerns
Should we treat
all intersections
in the City the
same, all the
time, or are some
different, or
more special?
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Bus heavy locations – bus speed and reliability;
Greenways
safe routes to schools,
commercial areas,
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Engagement
Rotary Crosstown Greenway and
NWSS Connections Options

The Uptown Project includes 3
components
Connection to NWSS
Spring Engagement – consult on options
1. Via Fifth Street with cycle tracks on Fifth St and a
MUP connection from Fifth to Sixth
2. Via Sixth Street, with cycle tracks
3. Hybrid option
Rotary Crosstown Greenway –
permanent design for All Ages and
Abilities
Spring Engagement – consult on options
1. Close Seventh Ave at Sixth Street
2. Cycle tracks
Sixth Street – Sixth Avenue to
Belmont
Streetscape design – engagement to occur later
Engagement for Uptown Greenways & Great Streets
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Rotary Crosstown
Greenway

Seventh Ave, Eighth St to
Fifth St
Option 1 - “Spot
Improvement”/Traffic
Diversion
Close Seventh Ave at
Sixth St

Engagement for Uptown Greenways & Great Streets
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Rotary Crosstown
Greenway

Seventh Ave, Eighth St to
Fifth St
Option 2 – Cycle Tracks
on Seventh Ave from
Eighth St to Fifth St

Engagement for Uptown Greenways & Great Streets
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Connection to NWSS
Option 1
Via Fifth Street

at Streets
Stre
St
r ets
Engagement for Uptown Greenways & Great
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Connection to NWSS
Option 1
Via Fifth Street
Considerations
• Good for walking and bus service
• Less direct and convenient for cycling
• Parking on one side of Fifth Street would be reallocated
to cycling (i.e. remove 50% of on-street parking on 5th St)
• Bus stop on Sixth may need to move a bit north or
south
• We think more than 50% of NWSS students get to
school by bus, and another 20% or so by walking
• Driveways – very few north of Eighth; lots south of
Eighth
• Need to acquire right of way to achieve complete MUP
connection between 5th and 6th; this connection also
serves pedestrians.
• Timing is uncertain. Timing is dependent on
redevelopment of 841 and/or 903 Sixth St

Engagement for Uptown Greenways & Great Streets
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Connection to NWSS
Option 2
Via Sixth Street
Considerations
• Most direct and convenient for cycling
• Very limited space, so significant trade-offs
are needed
• #106 bus very important for regional
connections.
• We think more than 50% of NWSS students
get to school by bus, and another 20% or
so by walking
• Sixth St is a collector road, with ~10K
vehicles/day
• Utility poles in boulevards
• Driveways
• On-street loading and servicing for adjacent
properties

Engagement for Uptown Greenways & Great Streets
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Public Engagement needs to be complete
by mid-June, so that we can make a
recommendation to Council in July
First 7 minutes

7 minutes

Who do these
improvements
serve, and
who do they
impact?

Are there other
considerations
that are
important to
you?

1. Rotary
Crosstown
Greenway,
5 th t o 8 th
2. Connection
to NWSS

1. Rotary
Crosstown
G r e e n w a y, 5 th
t o 8 th
2. Connection
to NWSS

Engagement for Uptown Greenways & Great Streets

7 minutes

How should
we engage
with people
to make sure
that those
being served
and those
being
impacted are
part of the
conversation?

Final 7 minutes

What
contextual
information
do you think
community
members will
need?
Is the
information
presented
here enough
for those not
familiar with
the Uptown
Streetscape
Vision?
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Report out – Group 1
Notes:
RCG serves
-cyclists of all ages and abilities;

Who do these
improvements
serve, and
who do they
impact?
1. Rotary
Crosstown
Greenway,
5 th t o 8 th
2. Connectio
n to NWSS

-very important route;
- serves people cycling for transportation, not only recreational;
- -important connection between neighbourhoods;
- - attract people that are more “interested and concerned”; kids;
- people walking for all purposes – functional, recreational, accessing businesses; seniors;
broad demographic;
- people with disabilities; keep cyclists separate from peds;
- people accessing their homes and businesses; emergency vehicles; HandyDart; waste
management;
RCG impacts people who live on the street (particularly between 8th and 6th); cut through
traffic; traffic going to Uptown businesses.
Connection to NWSS:
Who is served? Students and staff; through cyclists from London-Dublin; people going to
Mercer Stadium, Massey theatre, Moody Park arena
Who will be impacted: Mercer stadium users; bus users (#106); properties on the selected
route; people who park on fifth st.

Sample Footer Copy
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Report out – Group 2
Notes:
• Serves students at NWSS and teachers; trying to make their path to school as safe
and convenient as possible
Who do these
improvements
serve, and
who do they
impact?
1. Rotary
Crosstown
Greenway,
5 th t o 8 th
2. Connectio
n to NWSS

Sample Footer Copy

• Serves people going to Uptown
• Impacts – close of cul-de-sac – people passing through; using the road to get down
to Royal or other end of town
• Connection to high school – impacts to business community if on 6th
• Residents along whatever route is selected; especially when traffic calming is
involved
• Impacts to parents at Glenbrook Middle too – for pickup at both high school and
middle, 7th is popular route (Greenway)
• Possible impacts to handi-dart routing? Many seniors live in towers along 7th
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Report out – Group 3
Notes:
Crosstown
- Cyclists (S/I)
Who do these
improvements
serve, and
who do they
impact?
1. Rotary
Crosstown
Greenway,
5 th t o 8 th
2. Connectio
n to NWSS

- Residents (S/I)
- Motorists (impact)
- Service vehicles (I)
- Emergency vehicles (I)
NWSS
- Students and staff (S/I)
- Residents (S/I)
- Transit users on Sixth (I)
- Businesses (S/I)
- Service vehicles, delivery vehicles (I)
- Emergency vehicles (I)
- Motorists (I)
- Pedestrians (S/I)
- Other facility users (S/I) – theatre, stadium, arena

Sample Footer Copy
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Report out – Group 1
Notes:

Are there other
considerations
that are
important to
you?
1. Rotary
Crosstown
G r e e n w a y, 5 th
t o 8 th
2. Connection
to NWSS

Sample Footer Copy

Connection NWSS – how heavy the impact would be on 6th BUT how much more
attraction/use there would be; don’t want 5th fail, because it’s not where people
want/need to be; Sixth St at 8th Ave has too much traffic (regardless of choice, it’s too
traffic heavy); hybrid option (5th to 8th, then 6th to HighSchool).
Crosstown, 5th to 8th – what we do at the intersection at 6th/7th, impacts 7th Ave to the
east (need to figure out how to make the section to the east better) – do we want to
close the other side of the intersection? Intersection at 8th/7th – works well; driveway
crossings (need careful design);
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Report out – Group 2
Notes:
• Greenway: How does it fit into the bigger picture. 7th goes across the City; how do
we plan to connect the pieces? In the bigger picture
• If put cul-de-sac in and make 7th a dead end, would go from 2K cars per day to 200. What routes
will those other cars take? Impacts to surrounding areas

Are there other
considerations
that are
important to
you?
1. Rotary
Crosstown
G r e e n w a y, 5 th
t o 8 th
2. Connection
to NWSS

Sample Footer Copy

• School travel plans – High school is the only school that doesn’t have school
travel plan. Usually a 2-year timeline. Might be worth finding out that data – how
kids are traveling to the high school. Survey before plan. (timeline is very tight
here)
• Worry that high school kids – if go with 5th, still will get kids who choose to go
along 6th. Won’t go out of way to go along 5th.
• Business community standpoint – challenge is when take away car-serving
infrastructure and swap for bicycle-serving infrastructure you’re telling business
you need to re-build with different framework. City not sharing the risk with the
business (taxes not implicated). Important to acknowledge the risk and work to
mitigate it. This is how we’re going to make it still attractive for business to come.
• Agree with that too. Studies show cycling does attract business. Need to manage
that info and share appropriately
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Report out – Group 3
Notes:
Crosstown
- Access to/from greenway (e.g., left turns) along the segment
- Surface condition
Are there other
considerations
that are
important to
you?
1. Rotary
Crosstown
G r e e n w a y, 5 th
t o 8 th
2. Connection
to NWSS

- Hydro poles/lamp posts, garbage bins
- Drainage
- Amenities – bike parking less important, fountains, benches, electrical outlets
- Landscaping
NWSS
- Traffic speeds (Sixth St)
- Use of laneways (residents, service vehicles)
- Property acquisition (for lane/MUP)
- 6th St/8th Ave intersection pedestrian use
- Signed school zone

Sample Footer Copy
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Report out – Group 1
Notes:
Incorporate students and staff on the high school connection
Better to separate them into 2 distinct projects for this engagement.

How should
we engage
with people
to make sure
that those
being served
and those
being
impacted are
part of the
conversation?

Sample Footer Copy

Keep people focused on 2 separate locations
Make sure it’s clearly represented as necessary, not optional
Include financial information, but
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Report out – Group 2
Notes:
• Work closely with business community; show empathy and work on solutions
together
• Businesses will ask: Can you guarantee my sales? Looking to mitigate risk of loss.
• Walk through how you will support continued customer access / patronage
How should
we engage
with people
to make sure
that those
being served
and those
being
impacted are
part of the
conversation?

Sample Footer Copy

• Take the time to talk with business owners, walk them through it
• Communicate with the other schools too – everyone is going to graduate middle
schools and go to NWSS, so impacts them too. Through PACs, etc.
• Seniors – ask them where they’re going. If end up closing 7th, ask them where
traveling to that would be impacted by that route. If they know the new route and
can get comfortable even ahead of the closure could make it easier.
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Report out – Group 3
Notes:
- Separate out projects
- Tailor message to target audiences – specific impacts and benefits
- In-class survey (using class time?), some way to experience potential route (selfguided walk?)
How should
we engage
with people
to make sure
that those
being served
and those
being
impacted are
part of the
conversation?

Sample Footer Copy

- Pop-up events if possible
- Jane’s Walk self-guided – description and map, survey
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Report out – Group 1
Notes:
Need enough information to make sure this is necessary, not a ‘nice to have’
People who don’t walk or ride done’ always understand desire lines.
Show the desire lines, not just what’s easiest to build
What
contextual
information
do you think
community
members will
need?
Is the
information
presented
here enough
for those not
familiar with
the Uptown
Streetscape
Vision?

Sample Footer Copy

Relate to climate action, especially with students
Not talking about a new bike route, we’re talking about safety; it’s a safe routes to
school
New school deserves a safe route
Include cross sections
Can use package, but with some details updated
Include information about schedule and potential delays
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Report out – Group 2
Notes:
• Budgetary implications of each option
• Hard to know how it will play out
What
contextual
information
do you think
community
members will
need?
Is the
information
presented
here enough
for those not
familiar with
the Uptown
Streetscape
Vision?

Sample Footer Copy

• I always appreciate going to charrettes, and being able to read other community
members think
• Getting as much info and feedback out as possible and then let people make their
own decision
• Prefer community meetings over surveys personally. Like to be able to talk to
people who know projects well, get other perspectives, etc.
• I really like the Map your Feedback from Agnes Greenway project. Can experience
the space, then pop on and share a location
• Could give the options and say show on the map where you think there might be
problems. People can share their deep knowledge of the area.
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Report out – Group 3
Notes:
- What will happen with traffic and parking?

What
contextual
information
do you think
community
members will
need?
Is the
information
presented
here enough
for those not
familiar with
the Uptown
Streetscape
Vision?

Sample Footer Copy
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